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“We’re all in the same boat!”
= everyone is facing the same
challenges

“They add insult to injury.”
= make a bad situation worse

“Don’t beat around the
bush!”
= stop avoiding the main
topic (speak directly about it)

“It cost an arm and a leg.”
= it was extremely expensive

“You are driving me nuts!”
= driving me crazy/ mad

“A penny for your
thoughts?”
= what are you thinking
about?

“It’s a hot potato!”
= an issue (especially in
current affairs) which many
people are talking about

“I’m caught between two
stools”
= it’s difficult to choose
between two alternatives

“It’s no use crying over spilt
milk!”
= don't worry about things
that have happened which
can’t be changed

“I heard it on the
grapevine.”
= I heard a rumour about
something or someone

“It only happens once in a
blue moon”
= happens very rarely

“They can’t break the ice.”
= break down a social barrier

“It’s just not my cup of tea.”
= it’s just not what I like

“We see eye to eye.”
= we agree on something

“We’re back to square one.”
= we have to start again

“He’s broke.”
= he has no money left

“Don’t cut corners!”
= don’t do something quickly
or badly to save time or
money

“I’m in a bit of a pickle!”
= I’m in a difficult situation

“It’s a piece of
cake”
= it’s very easy

"It's a taste of your own
medicine!”
= you are mistreated the way
you mistreat others
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“We’re in the red!”
= we are overdrawn

“He’s a a man of few words.”
= someone who doesn’t say
very much

“Don’t make a mountain out
of a molehill!”
= don’t turn something small
into a big problem

“We’re out on a limb.”
= in a risky situation

“It’s the last straw!”
= the final problem in a series
(it breaks the camel’s back)

“He’s a jack of all trades
(and master of none).”
= he has a skill in many things

“She is making a scene.”
= drawing undue attention to
herself by being dramatic

“No ifs and buts!”
= do something without
protesting

“The plot thickens!”
= the situation has got more
serious or interesting

“That rings a bell!”
= makes me remember
something

“Don’t jump the gun.”
= don’t start too soon, before
preparations are finished

“He’s missed the boat.”
= missed an opportunity to do
something

“He’s on the ball.”
= he understands the
situation well

“Quality time”
= spending time with
another to strengthen the
relationship

“Take it with a pinch of salt!”
= don’t take what someone
says too seriously – it’s
probably only partially true

“That’ll kill two birds with
one stone!”
= will do two things at the
same time

“Money doesn’t grow on
trees.”
= money must be earned and
is not easily acquired

“I’m on cloud nine.”
= I have a strong feeling of
happiness or satisfaction

“I heard it straight from the
horse's mouth.”
= from an authoritative
source

“I’m sick and tired of it!”
= to be fed up with something
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“He’s sitting on the fence.”
= he doesn’t want to choose
or make a decision

“That’s a shot in the dark.”
= an attempt that has little
chance of success

“It’s a wild goose chase!”
= pursuing something that
will never be attainable

“He’s really got the best of
both worlds.”
= he has all the advantages

“Two down, one to go!”
= two things completed, still
one to be finished

“He wouldn’t harm a fly!”
= he is mild or gentle

“He’s pulling the wool over
our eyes.”
= he’s deceiving us so that we
don’t discover something

“Speak of the devil!”
= when the person you have
been talking about arrives

“You can’t judge a book by its
cover!”
= don't judge someone by
their outward appearance

“I’m feeling a bit under the
weather.”
= feeling slightly ill

“They’re up in arms.”
= extremely angry

“You can’t teach an old dog
new tricks”
= it can be difficult to teach a
person something new

Other favourites :
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